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The Society is now on Twitter! Follow us on @WarwickNatHist
While doing our butterfly transect at Leam Valley we happened to look over on the pool in the
nature reserve near Pedley’s Wood and saw 5 Little Egrets. Also calling above were a family of
sparrow hawks and glancing up saw a parent flying in carrying food and two, presumably
youngsters, coming out from the trees to meet it and taking the food whilst on the wing.
12th August
LD
On the chalk hills above Cheltenham, we came across Yellow
Bird’s Nest in a shaded beechwood area.
It was thought to be a saprophytic plant containing no
chlorophyll and deriving its nutrients from decaying leaf litter but
further research seems to suggest it is epiparasitic using certain
fungi to take nutrients from the surrounding living
trees. Understanding these mechanisms requires a higher
scientific knowledge than I possess!
Whilst not a rarity it is becoming scarcer and classed as ‘endangered’ and most frequently occurs
on calcareous soils under beech or hazel. It is perennial but transitory in nature and can
disappear from a site after a few years.
12th August
LD

I found this insect on the path beside our mini meadow which
I think is a Southern Oak Bush Cricket (Meconema
meridionale). It was small at about 2 cms in length.
12th August
LD

Something a bit different from the natural history world … human
nature. We enjoyed seeing the Commonwealth Games cycling road
race passing through our area last week. A fun day in the sun … for
us not so much the cyclists!
12th August
LD
Several WNHS members joined Friends of Abbey Fields for their Moth Night with David Brown
on the 12th August. The evening was packed with information and David was as entertaining as
ever, keeping some younger visitors enthralled with his anecdotes. There was plenty of moth
activity, and as David was talking about what he hoped to see ... in they’d fly, as if on cue!
A Maiden’s Blush was found (which I also found in our Moth Trap at home). David was excited to
see the migrant Dark Sword-grass (Agrotis ipsilon) and the very last arrival was a Pale
Prominent, a resident species.
13th August
LW
.../

CPRE National Hedgerow Week 17 – 25 September
Hedgerows are important, providing homes and corridors for wildlife and
alongside letters from across the environment sector, and calls of support from
hedgerow heroes in Parliament, CPRE will be handing in a petition to Environment
Secretary George Eustice to show him the breadth of support across Parliament
and the public to put hedgerows squarely on the agenda for the new Prime
Minister.
CPRE aim to hit 40,000 signatures on their petition by National Hedgerow Week,
and they’ve made a video showing just how important hedgerows are for people,
nature and the climate. You can read more about their campaign and add your
name to the petition at: Hedgerows - CPRE
A female Eupeodes luniger hoverfly feeding
at Catanache caerulea.
19th August
SG

On August 18th, feeding at mint in our garden, a male Locust Blowfly,
Stomorhina lunata. It is usually found in Africa where it acts as an
important natural control of locust outbreaks and associated with termite
nests. It may have arrived in England around the 1890s, at first confined
to the south but now seen throughout the UK to the North Coast of
Scotland.
20th August
SG
In the midst of the heat wave, a Great tit uses the improvised
bird bath. On the right, the enormous stone anchors the bath
down otherwise the pigeons empty it on landing.
20th August
SG

The deluge overnight on 16 August after weeks of searing heat
gave the garden a good soaking and revived wildlife. ln the
morning, I found two snails on the damp path joined together,
either sharing food or mating. Eventually one sloped off back
into damp undergrowth while the other remained clamped to
what looked like the remains of a dead hoverfly but after the
snail slithered off to join its partner, I had a look and it appeared to be a green stripey coil of
extruded matter...what might that be? .....
On checking my three small garden 'ponds' [deep tub saucers filled
with water, pebbles, slates and a stepping stone cover] I was
delighted to see a small frog very much alive, having survived days of
unrelenting heat probably submerged under the cover. Luckily the
pond was in the shade some of the time. I like to think I might have
contributed to its survival and the cooler temperature certainly
revived me as well.
20th August
FW
.../

Brandon Reach - 18th August
Twenty members plus some visitors, including two boys, headed up
to Brandon Reach on a cool and cloudy day.
We saw Bryony still in flower on the bridge at
the beginning but most flowers seen on the prewalk had gone to seed after the heatwave. The
grass was yellow and leaves on the ground
suggest an early autumn. Luckily our own
experts were on hand to identify flowers past
their best, including Goat’s Rue and Wild Carrot
that had formed beautiful basket-like shapes.
Bryony

Few insects were around, apart from large dragon flies near the wood.
On a sapling oak were pea-sized balls on leaves, presumably caused by
Gall Wasps laying eggs inside dormant leaves in spring.
There was great excitement for the boys when our fungi expert
discovered tiny orange puff balls clustered on a log, identifying it as Wolf’s Blood Slime Mould
(alternative name apparently Wolf’s Milk Slime Mould). The puff balls are filled with pink paste,
hence another name being Toothpaste Slime! Slime Mould is not fungi but a single cell organism
and actually moves, creeping around in search of food. It begins in plasmodial stage looking like
white scrambled egg in cobwebby patterns, also found on the log. This is called Scrambled Egg or
Dog Vomit Slime! Finally, the slime produces puff balls which release spores into the air. How
wonderful and weird is Nature!
A few of us enjoyed lunch in Badgers Café before visiting bird hides,
passing reeds and tall orange flowers identified as Spotted Touch-me-Not,
so-called as ripe seed capsules explode violently when touched!
Alternatively called Orange Balsam or Impatiens Capensis and native to
North America, it is reputed to have magical medicinal powers – good for
poison ivy rash, joint pains, bruises, swellings and an antidote to fish
poisoning!
In Jon Baldwin hide we saw a variety of
birds including Lapwings, Black headed gulls, Herons, Canada
geese and Swans busy preening.

Opposite in Teal Pool
hide we were shocked to
see how the heat had
dried up the pool where
only a lone lapwing was visible.
As the top hide was closed for repairs, we headed for Mick
Taylor hide along new boardwalks. The pool seemed
deserted so we trekked back jungle-style on footpaths with head-high vegetation, passing a few
hoverflies and other insects, emerging by Goose Pool. The views over the water to the Lombardy
Poplars and the picturesque Japanese tree are always superb, enhanced by reflections (image
attached to email).
21st August

FW
.../

Some insects seen on a morning walk through banks of tall nettles near the stream running behind
the Saxon Mill:
a Cinnamon Sedge Caddis Fly, Limnephilus lunatus;

a male Yellow Dung Fly, Scathophaga stercoraria feeding
on an insect (remaining wings just visible beneath the
hairy legs)

and a Saddleback Harvestmen, Mitopus morio.
Harvestmen are grouped with Arachnids but are not true spiders. Spiders
have a head and thorax, Harvestmen have an oval body, do not produce silk
or a web, lack any venom and are scavengers.
20th August
SG

A Female Migrant Hawker I believe
at Bubbenhall Wood yesterday.
22nd August
DC

Humming bird hawkmoth spotted on the few remaining Buddleia flowers today.
22nd August
LW

This purple toadflax/linaria purpurea has to be one of the hardest working
plants in my garden this year. It has grown in several places in my garden
– self-seeded around and I am not aware of ever having introduced it
myself. It is a magnet for bumble bees and other pollinators and seems to
grow anywhere - both in fertile veg plots and tiny gaps in concrete
between patio slabs. The odd plant of it has even managed to continue
flowering in the recent drought conditions where not a drop of water has
reached its roots for 6 plus weeks. I have seen it grow in prairie planting
schemes and am thinking of developing one of these myself to gain some
colour in an otherwise parched and brown crispy garden.
I have also noticed the day flying Humming bird hawkmoth several times
this week. It makes a direct hit on the Valerian - another really useful
plant which comes in both white & pink tones. Another hard working
plant which I know some people think it is a weed - but again it will grow in
the toughest of conditions - even in wall crevices. Once you have it, it spreads itself around and
whilst it smells of cats (so don't bring it indoors!) is a great pollinator so worth keeping.
22nd August
BC

.../

And yet more Humming bird hawkmoths – with photos this time! More attached
to the covering email.
These Humming bird hawkmoths were seen feeding on
honeysuckle in the garden this morning. A first for us and tricky to
catch on camera!

Also seen around Combrook on
both honeysuckle and valerian
in the Churchyard. They hover
for a second or two and did not
stop on flowers!!
23rd August
SB

Our evening programme this year includes a talk on Geology by Stuart Burley of
the Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group and he has invited WNHS
members to a forthcoming September talk on Dinosaurs by a leading dinosaur
researcher and teacher. We are welcome to join the talk in Kenilworth, or on-line
via Zoom if preferred, and a poster for this event is attached to the email.

Compton Verney
Compton Verney will be hosting a new art installation in ‘Boat House’ Coppice called Living
Symphonies in Summer 2023. Living Symphonies is a music installation that is linked to the flora
and fauna at the site, and is being made specifically to try and engage the public with wildlife
that would normally go unnoticed and to encourage nature connectedness.
In preparation for the installation, two (or more) biological surveys will be being conducted to
discover what animals, plants and fungi make the woodland their home. Each species recorded is
given a specific musical notation by the artists. Speakers will be placed within the woodland and
the symphony that visitors hear arises directly from the flora and fauna in that were recorded in
these surveys. The symphony ‘grows’ over time and a note for a species will only play when the
weather conditions, time of day or year is right. For example, the note for a butterfly will only
play if the weather in sunny.
The producers are hoping to connect with local wildlife experts and volunteers in the area to
help with the biological surveys for this project and identification of the flora and fauna in Boat
House coppice. They would be delighted if any of our members are able to participate in
gathering data for the piece and enable them to learn more about the species that reside within
the woodland.
The survey dates are Friday 9th September 2022 and Friday 24th March 2023 and further surveys
may be undertaken during the week commencing 12th Sept or between 24th – 31st March.
Here is a link to the project Living Symphonies - Home for more information.
The installation is conducted to ensure minimal impact on the woodland wildlife, including music
being outside of the range of bird and bat vocalisation ranges.
If you would be interested in participating in this recording project please contact Grace Brindle
at Compton Verney on:
T: 01926 645564
E: grace.brindle@comptonverney.org.uk
.../

The pool in Jephson Gardens is shrinking rapidly in
the drought so that ugly fountain pipes are above
water levels providing a perching spot for ducks. For
the first time I have seen a heron there stalking around
in the shallows, gobbling up what fish it can find. I
hope the water quality is being monitored as well as it
is in Abbey Fields pool where so many fish died that
an emergency rescue mission took place to catch as
many as possible and relocate them elsewhere for
safety.
Sitting in Jephson Gardens it was sad to see such a
dirty-looking environment when it is usually such a
tourist attraction.
23rd August
FW
Update: I sent brief details and photographs of the fountains and pool to the Courier editor and
he contacted WDC. He has had a reply and posted a report on www.warwickshireworld.com.
WDC say the problem is being resolved and is mainly due to a technical problem, not the drought.
"Regarding water levels in Jephson Gardens’ lake, this was caused by technical issues with the
water feed and programmed maintenance for the jets," said a Council spokesperson. "These
issues have now been resolved and the lake reported to be refilling."
24th August
FW
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